Humans communicate, receive, and store information using sequences of items -from words in a sentence or notes in music to abstract concepts in lectures and books. The networks formed by these items (nodes) and the sequential transitions between them (edges) encode important structural features of human communication and knowledge. But how do humans learn the networks of probabilistic transitions that underlie sequences of items? Moreover, what do people's internal maps of these networks look like? Here, we introduce graph learning, a growing and interdisciplinary field focused on studying how humans learn and represent networks in the world around them. We begin by describing established results from statistical learning showing that humans are adept at detecting differences in the transition probabilities between items in a sequence. We next present recent experiments that directly control for differences in transition probabilities, demonstrating that human behavior also depends critically on the abstract network structure of transitions. Finally, we present computational models that researchers have proposed to explain the effects of network structure on human behavior and cognition. Throughout, we highlight a number of exciting open questions in the study of graph learning that will require creative insights from cognitive scientists and network scientists alike.
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Daily life consists of a sequence of snapshots, with each moment giving way to another according to an underlying web of rules and transitions. In order to make predictions about the future, humans must infer this network of transitions, forming a mental map of causes and effects. Indeed, one of the brain's primary functions is to infer the statistical structure governing past experiences (1-4), allowing us to understand and interpret language (5, 6) , parse continuous streams of stimuli (5, 7) , build social intuitions (8, 9) , perform abstract reasoning (10) , and categorize visual patterns (11) . Even children as young as eight months old detect statistical regularities in spoken language in order to identify the boundaries between words (5). In this way, our ability to quickly and accurately learn the structures of networks supports a wide range of cognitive functions.
Our capacity to infer and represent complex relationships has also driven humans to construct an impressive array of networked systems. Today, we communicate, receive, and store information using networks of discrete components (12) , from language (13, 14) and music (15) to social networks (16, 17) , the Internet (18) , and the web of concepts that constitute the arts and sciences (19, 20) . Therefore, studying how humans learn and represent networks will not only inform our understanding of how we perform many of our basic cognitive functions, but will also shed light on the structure and function of human-made networks in the world around us.
Here, we provide a brief introduction to the field of graph learning, spanning the experimental techniques and network-based models, theories, and intuitions recently developed to measure and understand the effects of network structure on human cognition and behavior. Given the highly interdisciplinary nature of the fieldwhich draws upon experimental methods from statistical learning and linguistics and builds upon computational techniques from network science, information theory, and reinforcement learningwe aim to present an accessible overview with simple motivating examples.
We begin by discussing experimental results demonstrating how humans learn and detect variations in the probabilities of transitions between items in a sequence, and how such transitions can be linked together to form a network that encodes the large-scale structure of an entire sequence. We then present recent experiments that measure the effects of network structure on human behavior by directly controlling for differences in transition probabilities, followed by a description of the computational models that have been proposed to account for these network effects. We conclude by highlighting some of the open research directions stemming from recent advances in graph learning, including important generalizations of existing graph learning paradigms and direct implications for our understanding of human-made networks in the modern world.
Learning Transition Probabilities
As humans navigate their environment, anticipation, planning, and perception all require an accurate map of the statistical regularities governing their experiences (21) (22) (23) . Given a sequence of stimuli or events, the simplest statistics available to a learner are the frequencies of different items and the transition (or conditional) prob- TU-DA-RO-BI-KU-TI-PI-GO-LA-BU-DO-PA-BI-KU-TI-TU-DA-RO-PI-GO-LA-TU-DA-RO-BU- budopa (red), and pigola (yellow). When spoken, the sequence forms a continuous stream of syllables, without clear boundaries between words. The transition probability from one syllable to another is 1 if the transition occurs within a word and 1/3 if the transition occurs between words. This difference in transition probabilities allows infants to segment spoken language into distinct words (5, 25, 33) . (B) The transitions between syllables forms a network, with edge weights representing the syllable transition probabilities. A random walk in the transition network defines a sequence of syllables in the pseudolanguage. The four pseudowords form distinct communities (highlighted regions) that are easily identifiable by eye or using standard community detection algorithms (34) . Adapted from (35) .
abilities between them. Naturally, the field of statistical learning, which is devoted to understanding how humans extract statistical regularities from their environment, has predominantly focused on these simple statistics. As a guiding example, consider spoken language, wherein distinct syllables transition from one to another in a continuous stream without pauses or demarcations between words (24). How do people segment such continuous streams of data, identifying where one word starts and another begins? The answer, as research has robustly established (25-28), lies in the statistical properties of the transitions between syllables. The ability to detect words within continuous speech was initially demonstrated by Saffran et al. (5) , who exposed infants to sequences of four pseudowords, each consisting of three syllables (Fig. 1A) . The order of syllables within each word remained consistent, yielding a within-word transition probability of 1. However, the order of the words was random, yielding a between-word transition probability of 1/3. Infants were able to reliably detect this difference in syllable transition probabilities, thereby providing a compelling mechanism for word identification during language acquisition. This experimental paradigm has since been generalized to study statistical learning in other domains, with stimuli ranging from colors (29) and shapes (11) to visual scenes (30) and physical actions (31) . Indeed, the capacity to uncover variations in transition probabilities is now recognized as a central and general feature of human learning (25-28, 32).
Learning the Network Structure of Transitions
Although individual transition probabilities provide important information about sequences of stimuli, they do not tell the whole story (36) . Transitions also combine and connect to form complex webs that characterize the higher-order statistical structure within a sequence. To study these statistical structures, scientists have increasingly turned to the language of network science (37) , conceptualizing stimuli or items as nodes in a network with edges defining possible transitions between them (Figs. 1B and 2) . One can then represent a sequence of stimuli as a walk through this underlying transition network (38) (39) (40) (41) . This perspective has been particularly useful in the study of artificial grammar learning (42) (43) (44) (45) , wherein human subjects are tasked with inferring the grammar rules (i.e., the network of transitions between letters and words) underlying a fabricated language.
By translating the statistical regularities of a sequence into the language of network science, one inherits a powerful set of descriptive tools and visualization techniques for characterizing different transition structures. For example, consider once again the statistical learning experiment of Saffran et al. (5; Fig. 1A ). Simply by visualizing the transition structure as a network (Fig.  1B) , it becomes clear that the syllables split naturally into four distinct clusters corresponding to the four different words in the artificial language. This observation raises an important question: When parsing words (or performing any other statistical learning task), are people only sensitive to differences in individual transition probabilities, or do they also uncover large-scale features of the underlying network? In what follows, we describe recent advances in graph learning that shed light on precisely this question.
Learning Local Structure. The simplest properties of a network are those associated with individual nodes and edges (Fig. 2) , such as the degree of a node, or its number of neighbors, and the weight of an edge, which determines the transition probability from one stimulus to another. Building upon results in statistical learning, recent research has demonstrated that people are sensitive to these local network properties. As a guiding example, we consider an experimental paradigm designed to measure the impact of network structure on people's reaction times (46) (47) (48) , while noting that similar results have also been achieved using variations on this approach (4, 9, 33, 35, 40, 41, 49) . Specifically, each subject is shown a sequence of stimuli, with the order of stimuli defined by a random walk on an underlying transition network (Fig. 3A) . Subjects are asked to respond to each stimulus by performing an action (and to avoid confounds the assignment of stimuli to nodes in the network is randomized across subjects). By measuring the speed with which subjects respond to stimuli, one can infer their expectations about the transition structure: A fast reaction reflects a strongly-anticipated transition, while a slow reaction reflects a weakly-anticipated (or surprising) transition (1, 2, 46, 47, 50) .
Given past results from statistical learning (25-28), one should expect a subject's anticipation of a particular transition to increase (and thus their reaction time to decrease) for more probable transitions. In order to test this prediction, we note that for a random walk in an unweighted and undirected network, the transition probability from one node i to a neighboring node j is given by Pij = 1/ki, where ki is the degree of node i. Indeed, researchers have shown that people's reaction times are positively correlated with the degree of the previous stimulus (Fig. 3B) , and therefore, people are better able to anticipate more probable transitions (46) (47) (48) . Interestingly, the opposite is true if we consider the degree of the current network's topology can be described using statistics that characterize its local, mesoscale, or global organization. For example, the simplest local statistic is the degree of a node (green), or the number of edges emanating from a node. Two notions of mesoscale structure include (i) the clustering coefficient (blue), or the ratio of connected triangles to connected triples of nodes, and (ii) modularity (turquoise), where there exist communities of nodes with internally dense and externally sparse connections. Finally, global measures include (i) coreness (red), or the ability of a node to withstand the removal of nodes with low degree, (ii) notions of centrality (purple) such as betweenness centrality, which quantifies the importance of a node for facilitating long-distance connections, and (iii) communicability (magenta), which captures the number of paths of various lengths connecting two nodes. Collectively, the network representation and associated statistics can provide critical insights into the structure of the system under study.
stimulus: People react more quickly to stimuli with high degree (47) , likely due to the fact that high-degree nodes are visited more frequently during random walks. These results demonstrate that humans are sensitive to variations in the local properties of nodes and edges, but what about the large-scale topology of an entire network?
Learning Mesoscale and Global Structure. Over the past ten years, researchers have made signifiant strides toward understanding how the mesoscale and global topologies of a network impact human learning and behavior. With regard to mesoscale properties (Fig. 2) , the clustering of a word has been shown to facilitate its acquisition (51) . By contrast, research has demonstrated that words with low clustering are easier to recognize in long-term memory (52) and convey processing (53, 54) and production (55) benefits. Moreover, researchers have discovered stark variations in behavior and neural activity related to network modularity (4, 35, 46-49), the tendency for nodes to form tightly-connected clusters, which we describe in the following subsection. In addition to mesoscale features, studies have also investigated the effects of global network topology on human cognition (Fig. 2) . For example, in the reaction time experiments described above (Fig. 3A) , people were better able to anticipate nodes with low betweenness centrality (46) , a measure of a node's role in mediating long-distance connections. In other experiments, young children were shown to more readily acquire and produce words with low coreness (56), a measure of how deeply embedded a node is in a network, and neural signatures were shown to reflect network communicability (40) , a measure of the number of paths connecting pairs of nodes. Together, these results point to a robust and general relationship between large-scale network structure and human cognition. However, in order to establish a causal link, one must also demonstrate that the effects described above are not in fact driven by variations in the local network structure.
Controlling for Differences in Transition Probabilities.
To disentangle the effects of large-scale network structure from those of local structure, recent research has directly controlled for differences in transition probabilities by focusing on specific families of networks (4, 35, [46] [47] [48] . Recall that for random walks on unweighted, undirected networks, the transition probabilities are determined by node degrees. Therefore, to ensure that all transitions have equal probability, one can simply focus on graphs with constant degree but varying topology. For example, consider the modular and lattice graphs shown in Fig. 3C . Since both networks have constant degree 4 (and therefore constant transition probability 1/4 across all edges), any variation in behavior or cognition between different parts of a network, or between the two networks themselves, must stem from the networks' global topologies.
This approach was first developed by Schapiro et al. (4), who demonstrated that people are able to detect the transitions between clusters in the modular graph (Fig. 3C) , and that these betweencluster transitions yield distinct patterns of neural activity relative to within-cluster transitions. Returning to the reaction time experiment (Fig. 3A) , it was shown that subjects react more quickly to (and therefore are able to better anticipate) within-cluster transitions than between-cluster transitions (46, 47; Fig 3D) . Moreover, people exhibit an overall decrease in reaction times for the modular graph relative to either the lattice graph (46, 47; Fig. 3D ) or randomlygenerated degree-4 graphs (48) .
These results, combined with other recent findings (35, 49) , clearly demonstrate that humans are sensitive to variations in global network topology, even after controlling for differences in local structure. Thus, not only are humans able to learn individual transition probabilities, they are also capable of uncovering the types of complex statistical dependencies that underlie our (35, (46) (47) (48) (49) . Second, reaction times are longer on average for the lattice network than for the modular network (46, 47) . everyday experiences. But how do people learn the higher-order features of a transition network from past observations?
Modeling Human Graph Learning
Graph learning experiments have established that people's anticipations of stimuli or events -that is, their internal representations of transition probabilities -depend crucially on the global topology of transition networks. To understand how people detect these global features, and to make quantitative predictions about human behavior, one requires a computational model of how humans learn transition networks from past experiences. Interestingly, humans systematically deviate from the most accurate, and perhaps the simplest, learning rule.
To make these ideas concrete, consider a sequence of stimuli described by the transition probability matrix Pij. Given an observed sequence of items, one can imagine estimating the probability of a transition from item i to another item j by simply dividing the number of times i has transitioned to j (denoted by nij) by the number of times i has appeared (which equals k n ik ):
[1]
In fact, not only is this perhaps the simplest estimate one could perform, it is also the most accurate (or maximum likelihood) estimate of the transition probabilities from past observations (57) . A defining feature of maximum likelihood estimation is that it gives an unbiased approximation of the transition structure; that is, the estimated transition probabilitiesPij are evenly distributed about their true values Pij, independent of the global network topology (57) . However, we have seen that human behavior and cognition depend systematically on global network properties, even when the transition probabilities are held at a fixed value (4, 35, 46-48). Thus, maximum likelihood estimation, despite providing a simple and principled model for how humans learn transition probabilities, cannot explain how humans detect large-scale features of transition networks (47) .
To understand the impact of global network topology on human cognition, researchers have recently proposed a number of models describing how humans learn and represent transition networks (4, 40, 47, 48, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . Notably, many of these models rely on a common underlying mechanism: that, when observing a sequence of stimuli, humans integrate the transition structure over time (40, 47, 48, 59, 62, 64) . Put simply, in addition to connecting items that are directly adjacent in a sequence (as in maximum likelihood estimation), people also associate items that occur two, three, or more steps apart. Mathematically, such temporal integration yields an estimated transition probability matrix of the form
where t represents the distance in time between two items, f (t) ≥ 0 is a decreasing function that defines the weight placed on transitions of a given distance, and C = ( t f (t)) −1 is a normalization constant.
For example, if f (t) is a delta function centered at t = 1 (Fig.   4A ), then the learner focuses on transitions of length one. In this case, people simply perform maximum likelihood estimation, and the estimateP converges to the true transition structure P (Fig. 4B) . Conversely, if f (t) is uniform over all time scales t ≥ 1, then the learner integrates transitions of all distances (Fig. 4A) , and the estimateP loses any resemblance to the true transition structure P (Fig. 4B) . Importantly, however, for learners who integrate transitions over intermediate time scales (Fig. 4A) , global features of the transition network, such as communities of denselyconnected nodes, come into sharper focus, while some of the local features, like the edges between communities, fade away (Fig. 4B) .
Recently, researchers have used the process of temporal integration to explain a number of the observed network effects on Fig. 3C . In the case of no temporal integration (left), the internal representation is a maximum likelihood estimate of the true transition network. For subjects that integrate over all time-scales (right), the internal representation becomes all-to-all, losing any resemblance to the true transition network. For intermediate temporal integration, higher-order features of the transition network, such as community structure, organically come into focus (center), yielding higher expected probabilities for within-cluster transitions than for between-cluster transitions. Adapted from (47) .
human cognition, from the reaction time results presented in Fig. 3 (47) to planning in reinforcement learning tasks (64), perception of structure in random sequences (59, 62) , human information processing (48) , and variations in patterns of neural activity in the brain (40, 62) . Moreover, the explained effects span various types of behavioral and neural observations, including reaction times (46-48, 65, 66) , data segmentation (4, 35), task errors (46, 47) , randomness detection (67) , EEG signals (68, 69) , and fMRI recordings (4, 65). Additionally, the mechanism of temporal integration itself has been demonstrated to be biologically feasible (59, 62, (70) (71) (72) and appears in a wide range of existing cognitive theories, from temporal context learning to reinforcement learning (58, 64, (73) (74) (75) (76) . Together, these results indicate that the effects of network topology on human behavior and cognition emerge not just from people's capacity to learn individual transition probabilities, but also from their ability to combine the features of transition networks across topological scales.
The Future of Graph Learning
Past and current advances in graph learning inspire new research questions at the intersection of cognitive science, neuroscience, and network science. Here, we highlight a number of important directions, beginning with possible generalizations of the existing graph learning paradigm before discussing the implications of graph learning for our understanding of the structures and functions of real-world transition networks.
Extending the Graph Learning Paradigm. Most graph learning experiments, including those discussed in Figs. 1 and 3 , present each subject with a sequence of stimuli defined by a random walk on a (possibly weighted and directed) transition network (4, 5, 9, 33, 35, [38] [39] [40] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Equivalently, in the language of stochastic processes, each sequence represents a stationary Markov process (77) . Although random walks offer a natural starting point in the study of graph learning, they are also constrained by three main assumptions: (i) that the underlying transition structure remains static over time (stationarity), (ii) that future stimuli only depend on the current stimulus (the Markov property), and (iii) that the sequence is predetermined without input from the observer. Future graph learning experiments can test the boundaries of these constraints by systematically generalizing the existing graph learning paradigm.
Stationarity. While most graph learning experiments focus on static transition networks, many of the networks that humans encounter in the real world evolve in time (78) (79) (80) (81) . Therefore, rather than simply investigating people's ability to learn a single network, future experiments should study the capacity for humans to detect the transient structural features of a dynamically evolving network (Fig.  5A) . Early results indicate that, when observing a sequence of stimuli that shifts from one transition structure to another, people's learned representation of the first network influences their behavior in response to the second network, but that these effects diminish with time (46) . Thus, it is interesting to consider how the time scales involved in graph learning, such as the number of observed transitions needed to learn the structure of a network, relate to the time scales of graph evolution, such as the number of transitions between changes to the underlying network topology (81).
The Markov Property. Thus far, in keeping with the majority of existing graph learning research, we have focused exclusively on sequences in which the next stimulus depends only on the current stimulus; that is, we have focused on sequences that obey the Markov property (77) . However, almost all sequences of stimuli or items in the real world involve long-range correlations and dependencies (86; Fig. 5B ). For example, the probability of a word in spoken language depends not just on the previous word, but also the earlier words in the sentence and the broader context in which the sentence exists (12, 82) . Similarly, musical systems Such non-stationary transition probabilities can be described using dynamical transition networks, which evolve from one network (for example, the modular network on the left) to another (for example, the ring network on the right) by iteratively rewiring edges (78) (79) (80) (81) . (B) Many real-world sequences have long-range dependencies, such that the next state depends not just on the current state, but also on a number of previous states (12, (82) (83) (84) . For example, path 1 in the displayed network yields two possibilities for the next state (left), while path 2 yields a different set of three possible states (right). (C) Humans often actively seek out information by choosing their path through a transition network, rather than simply being presented with a prescribed sequence. Such information seeking yields a subnetwork containing the nodes and edges traversed by the walker (85) .
often enforce constraints on the length and structure of sequences, thereby inducing long-range dependencies between notes (83, 84) . Interestingly, given mounting evidence that people integrate transitions over time (40, 47, 48, 59, 62, 64) , the resulting internal estimates of transition structures resemble non-Markov processes (47) . Therefore, future research could investigate whether the temporal integration of stimuli enables people to infer the non-Markov features of sequences in daily life.
Information Seeking. Finally, although many of the sequences that humans observe are prescribed without input from the observer, there are also settings in which people have agency in determining the structure of a sequence. For example, when surfing the Internet (85, (90) (91) (92) (93) or following a trail of scientific citations (94, 95) , people choose their paths through the underlying hyperlink and citation networks. In this way, people are able to seek out information about transition structures rather than simply having the information presented to them (Fig. 5C ). Such information seeking has been shown to vary by person (85, 92) and to depend crucially on the topology of the underlying network (85, 90, 91, 93) . In the context of graph learning, allowing subjects to actively seek information raises a number of compelling questions: Does choosing their path through a transition network enable subjects to more efficiently learn its topology? Or does the ability to seek information lead people to form biased representations of the true transition structure (96, 97) ? These questions, combined with the directions described above, highlight some of the exciting extensions of graph learning that will require creative insights and collaborative contributions from cognitive scientists and network scientists alike.
Studying the Structure of Real-World Networks. In addition to shedding light on human behavior and cognition, the study of graph learning also has the promise to offer insights into the structure and function of real-world networks. Indeed, there exists an intimate connection between human cognition and networks: While people rely on networked systems to perform a wide range of tasks, from communicating using language (Fig. 6A) and music (Fig. 6B ) to storing and retrieving information through science and the Internet (Fig. 6C) , many of these networks have evolved with or were explicitly designed by humans. Therefore, just as humans are adept at learning the structure of networks, one might suspect that some networks are structured to support human learning and cognition.
Interestingly, many real-world transition networks share two distinct structural features: (i) They are heterogeneous (Fig. 6D) , characterized by the presence of hub nodes with unusually high degree (19, 88, 98) , and (ii) they are modular (Fig. 6E ), characterized by the existence of tightly-connected clusters (16, 89, 99, 100) . Together, heterogeneity and modularity represent the two defining features of hierarchical organization, which has now been observed in a wide array of human-made transition networks (87, 101) . Could it be that the shared structural properties of these networks emerge as a result of their common functional purposes: to facilitate human learning and communication?
Graph learning provides quantitative models and experimental tools to begin answering questions such as these. For example, experimental results, such as those discussed in Fig. 3 , indicate that modular structure improves people's ability to anticipate transitions (46) (47) (48) , and this result has been confirmed numerically using models of the form in Fig. 4 (47, 48) . Moreover, the highdegree hubs found in heterogeneous networks have been shown to help people search for information (90, 93) and communicate efficiently (48) . Together, these results demonstrate that graph learning offers a unique and constructive lens through which to study the transition networks in the world around us.
Conclusions and Outlook
Understanding how people learn and represent the statistical regularities governing their world remains one of the greatest open problems in the study of human cognition. On the heels of decades of research in statistical learning investigating how humans detect the frequencies of items and the transition probabilities between them (5, 11, 25-31, 41), conclusive evidence now demonstrates that human behavior, cognition, and neural activity depend critically on the global topology of transitions (4, 9, 33, 35, 40, [46] [47] [48] [49] . By casting the items in a sequence and the transitions between them as nodes and edges in a network, scientists can now explore the impact of network structure on human cognition in a unified and principled framework (37) .
Although the experimental and numerical foundation of the field has been laid, graph learning remains a budding area of research offering a wealth of interdisciplinary opportunities. From new cognitive modeling techniques (Fig. 4) and extensions of existing experimental paradigms ( (87), which is characterized by two topological features: (D) Heterogeneous structure, which is often associated with scale-free networks, is typically characterized by a power-law degree distribution and the presence of high-degree hub nodes (88) . (E) Modular structure is defined by the presence of clusters of nodes with dense within-cluster connectivity and sparse between-cluster connectivity (89) .
the study of real-world networks (Fig. 6 ), graph learning is primed to alter the way we think about human cognition, complex networks, and the myriad ways in which they intersect. 
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